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The challenge of teaching
Professors tell what they do
to help their s~udents learn
It happens every weekday.
Thousands of students meet with
hundreds of professors in the
classrooms and laboratories of St.
Cloud State Unfversity. Millions of
words are transmitted through
lectures, discussions, films, videotapes, exams and papers. Skills are
demonstrated, practiced, improved
and tested. There is a never-ending
exchange of information and ideas.
What is happening? It is an
extremely complex process, still not
fully understood, called teaching and
learning. Through this process, people.
get to know more about themselves
and about the world they live in. They
prepare themselves for life's problems
and possibilities. It is the main reason
the university exists.
How does it work? How do
professors teach and how do students
learn?What are the basic ingredients
of the educational process?
Five SCSU professors, each in a
different college, were asked to
express their ideas and concerns
about teaching and learning. Their
responses, summarized because of
space limitations, appear on these
pages. Although their views are
diverse, each teacher conveys his or
her concern for student improvement.
Therein lies the strength of the
university.

Exchanging ideas
benefits teachers
as well as students
: Dr. James Flom

"Although teaching is the most
important thing we do at St. Cloud
State University, it's something we
seldom talk about," says _Dr. James
Flom. "I suppose that's because
teaching is such a personal matter
and opening up about it makes a
person vulnerable."
A 26-year veteran of university
teaching, Flom is past the point of
feeling insecure about his teaching
strategies. He says he enjoys thinking
and talking about teaching and
welcomes critical observers in the
classroom.
"It's unfortunate when faculty
members are evaluated primarily for .
their non-teaching professional
activities rather than by what they
achieve as teachers," he exclaims.
"When it comes time for some sort of
recognition, university professors
generally are rated on the basis of
whatthey have published, the
research they have conducted, or
other professional accomplishments
which can be documented and
quantified.

"All of those activities are wonderful
and certainly have value. But focusing
on them sometimes tends to obscure
our primary function, intangible as it
may be: communi~ting information to
students within an academic
framework. "
What a visitor would find in Flom's
classroom is a carefully-constructed
educational environment where
students encounter and grapple with
the subject matter of the course.
"Learning, in the final analysis, is
the responsibility of the student," he
believes. "I can explain, relate,
communicate, participate--but ultimately the student decides what is
important enough to hang on to. I can't
make anyone learn anything."
Although he loves music as an art
and as an academic discipline, Flom is
not a zealot.
"I'm not one of the crusaders in the
teaching profession," he explains. "I
am not convinced that any one of my
courses will make or break a student's
academic or professional career."
Realistically, he concedes, students ·
will do well if they retain one or two
good, usable ideas from each of the
40 or more courses they take as
undergraduates. A person with 80 or
100 good ideas, he maintains, is
generally regarded as unusually
gifted, by any assessment.

Flom says the exchange of good
ideas, valuable information and fresh
insights stimulates teachers as well as
students.
"Teaching is not a matter of, 'I give,
you receive," he points out. "Teaching is a dialog between equally
enthusiastic participants."
In his typically down-to-earth
fashion, Flom concludes:
"I don't believe I'm a great
humanitarian simply because I try to
make my contacts with students
relaxed, cordial and positive. To me,
that's what teaching is. That's the
definition of the job."

Students can learn ,
to sort out choices,
-arrive at decisions
Dr. Linda Lamwers

Dr. Linda Lamwers doesn't feel that
she has special teaching ability just
because her areas of expertise are
psychology and human behavior.
However, she does feel that her
studies in cognition and memory have
been helpful, particularly in this era of
information excess.
"We've reached the overload point,"
she says. "Much more data are
being generated than the human mind
can absorb. In response, the brain
makes choices about what information
to process
what to ignore. Then,
the selected material is often plugged
into an existing framework or
stereotype."
While this selection process is
useful in reducing an overwhelming
amount of information to a
manageable size, Lamwers recognizes that it also accounts for some of our
most serious social problems, such as
job discrimination, sex-role stereotyping and racial prejudice.
These problems are the focus of an
SCSU-supported research project
Lamwers is conducting with Dr.
Christine Jazwinski, another faculty
member in the Psychology
Department. Several student research
assistants also are involved in the
project, which is ·generating new data
to be discussed in classes.
- "Students help in all our research,
either as volunteers, under the workstudy program, or for credit," she
explains. In addition to providing a
"real world" dimension to classroom
learning, the projects help students
gain valuable professional research
skills. Lamwers has co-authored
papers with student researchers
which they have presented at national
conferences.
Lamwers also_"energizes" the class
1969. He has been an SCSU faculty member since 1965. He
routine
with laboratory work,
teaches courses In music theory and gives private voice
(continued, page 2)
and Instrument leaons.

and

Dr. James Aom Is a professor of music In the College of
Ane Arts. His three degrees are from the University of
Minnesota-a B.S. In 1954, an M.S. In 1958, and a Ph.D. In
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Money matters. Harvard University's Martin Feldstein and Minnesota State Economist Harold Lofgreen will speak at SCSU's Eoonomic Education
Winter lnstitue Feb. 12 in Atwood Center. Feldstein,
one of the nation's leading economists, will discuss
"American Economy in the 19805." Lofgreen's topic
will be "Fiscal Outlook for Minnesota." No advance
registration is required for the institute, which is free
and open to the public. The program begins at 8:45
a.m. and concludes at 3 p.m. For more information,
contact SCSU's Center for Economic Education,
612-255;2157.

Lectures, exams
are still effective
teaching methods
Dr. James C. Johnson

Dr. Linda Lamwera la an assistant pro-

teuor of psychology In the College of
Education. She received a B.A. degree
In 1971 at Douglass College. Her two
graduate degrees were obtained at
· Rutgers University-an M.S. In 1973
and a Ph.D. In 1976. She Joined the
SCSU faculty In 1978. She teaches
courses In psychology, cognition,
memory, research methodology and
human growth and development.

(Challenge, continued)
experimentation, behavior observation sessions and internships in
schools and medical facilities. In some
of her courses she uses "contracts,"
enabling students to earn a C grade
by satisfactorily completing minimum
requirements or try for an A or B grade
by designing and completing
experiments, reviewing articles in
professional journals, or undertaking
other special projects.
As with most of her teaching
strategies, "contracting" requires
students to make decisions.
"I ask them to choose projects
which relate directly to their career
plans," she says. "That makes them
ask questions about their future and
focus their interests."
A willingness to question and the
ability to make mature, thoughtful
decisions are the most valuable skills
she can help students develop,
Lamwers believes.
"The most important thing I can
communicate to students is that they
have choices," she explains. "I want
them to realize that information is to
be questioned, not just accepted,
because what is 'true' today may not
be 'true' tomorrow."
"Once we understand now and why
we screen information, we can make
better choices. And we can do a better
job of defending what we believe in."
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"I teach just the way you're not
supposed to."
Dr. James C. Johnson is straightforward about his teaching methods,
which he calls "Neanderthal."
"Basically, I lecture, and the
students take notes and tests," he
· says "I don't encourage classroom
discussion. You've heard of
participatory learning? That's not the
way I do it."
Johnson does it his way because
he cares about results. For his
students, the lecture method seems to
workbe~t.
"When I first started teaching, I
encouraged discussion," he recalls.
"But students who hadn't read the
assignment would sit there looking
bored while the same four or five
people did all the talking. I found that
very frustrating. If class sessions go
poorly, I want it to be my fault, not
because of something beyond my
contro["
Johnson has another reason for
putting the damper on discussion.
"In the introductory courses I teach,
students don't have enough
background or vocabulary to debate

To your healthl A seminar on exercise,
weight control, nutrition and stress management for nurses and other health care
professionals is scheduled for Feb. 17 at
SCSU's Halenbeck Hall South. The $30
fee includes materials, refreshments and
lunch. The program will meet the Minnesota Board of Nursing requirement for six
hours of continuing education for registered nurse relicensure. For information,
contact the SCSU Center for Continuing
Studies, 612-255-3081.

the issues," he says. "Even after four
years of undergraduate work, most
students have just learned how to
learn."
Maintaining that "you can't produce
an expert in four years," Johnson
believes the purpose of undergraduate education is to expose students to
a broad base of knowledge,
encouraging study habits and
information-gathering techniques that
can be used for a lifetime.
"It is only after they are in a job or in
gradu.ate school that students gain
some expertise in their field," he
maintains.
Johnson holds other views
contrary to those of most educators.
He requires a textbook for each
course, but doesn't follow it in his
lectures.
"That's just reading the book back
to the students," he explains. So he
gives students separate tests on
textbook assignments and lectures. "I
tell my students they're getting two
courses for the price of one," he quips.
Johnson also believes that
professors should teach a small
number of courses which are repeated
each year. Academic departments
that keep changing courses
discourage faculty members from
becoming specialists, he says.
· Doesn't Johnson find the
·"specialist" role stifling?
"Not at all," he responds. "The

students are different each time and I
am continually updating and changing
the course materials. I find each class
session refreshing and enjoyable."
As a specialist in transportation
("trucks and trains, boats and planes,"
he puts it), Johnson has written and
edited several books and articles. He
spends much of his time researching
information to use both in his lectures
and his writing.
"Perhaps my approach to teaching
isn't so outdated after all," he muses.
"Teaching is a matter of style, and I
have adopted a style that has been
used through the centuries and fits me
comfortably. If a method is effective,
why change it?"
Johnson jokes with his students
about his conventional style of
teaching.
"Sometimes I tell them I have a
surprise I'm saving for the last day of
class," he relates. "For the grand
finale, I plan to use colored chalk."

Passive listeners
should be changed
to active learners
Dr. Anthony Schwaller

Dr. Anthony Schwaller sees teaching
as a process of "drawing out"
students over a period of weeks,
months, even years.
"Most freshmen are passive
listeners, tuned into the recall method
of learning they bring from high
" school," he says. That method-memorizing facts to be recalled at
examination time--is the basis for the
"Night of the Living Dead" classroom
scene which Schwaller dreads.
"You ask a question of a class of
freshmen and you don't get any
answers--just silence and blank
looks," he relates. "You realize that
the students have not yet learned to
interact."
Fortunately, he says, classes·liven
up as students get into the swing of
university life.
"As each course continues, and
particularly as students reach their
junior and senior years, you move into
higher levels of learning: inquiry,
evaluation, trouble-shooting and
sophisticated problem-solving," he
explains. Schwaller believes it is the
teacher's duty to provide students with
a solid base of information and then
boostthem, as soon as possible, into
more heady realms of thought.
This process, he points out, makes
teaching a two-phase task:
Dr. James C. Johnson la a professor of marketing and general business In the presentation of information and
College of Business. He holds two degrees from the University of Arizona-a B.S. application of that information.
In the presentation phase,
In 1968 and an M.A. In 1987. He was awarded a Ph.D. degree In 1970 by the
University of Minnesota. A member of the SCSU faculty since 1978, he teaches Schwaller uses a lot of audiovisual
Introductory courses In marketing and transportation, marketing channels and aids. He locates or creates slides,
physical distribution.
transparencies, diagrams, films and

Companies coming. About 70 companies sent representatives to interview and
recruit SCSU students nearing graduation
during the fall quarter, according to the
Career Planning and Placement Office.
During the previous academic year more
than 160 companies conducted job interviews on the campus. Recrujtrnent activity
is strongest in the areas of accounting,
computer science, mathematics, engineering technology, industrial engineering and
photographic engineering.

Higher standards. SCSU has raised admission requirements so that a larger percentage
of its students are likely to complete academic
programs. Eligible to enroll are students in the
upper half of their high school graduating class
in academic standing or who score at least 20
on the ACT exam, 90 on the PSAT exam or 900
on the SAT exam. Students with a high school
rank between 33 and 50 are deferred from
admission until April 15, when decisions will be
made about their eligibility. For more information, contact the High School-Community College Relations Office, 612-255-2243.

Dr. Anthony Schwaller ls an associate professor of Industrial education In the
College of Industry. He holds two degrees from the University of WlsconslnStout-a B.S. In 1967 and an M.S. In 1968. Indiana State University awarded him a
Ph.D. degree In 1976. Since Joining the SCSU faculty In 1978, Schwaller has
taught courses In energy and technology, solar energy, energy systems and man
and technology.
videotapes which supplement lectures
·and textbooks. Information stays with
students longer when it is conveyed
through all their senses, he maintains.
Involvement is necessary during
the application phase, when students
participate in debates, discussions,
conferences, tours and "hands-on"
projects.
While course content is somewhat
repetitive for the teacher, Schwaller's
antidote for "job burnout" is to keep
seeking more effective ways of
presenting information to students.
"The teacher's enthusiasm is
communicated to the students," he
explains. "I've had classes so charged
up the students were nearly out of
their seats. At times like that, the
learning process is almost tangible.
You can sense it in the room."
An obstacle to that kind of highvoltage teaching is the everincreasing size of classes.
"Large classes supposedly deliver
education more economically than
small classes," Schwaller says. "But
how do you give personal attention to
each student in a class of 75? When
you consider issues such as facultystudent ratio, you realize that the level
of public support for education has a
direct effect on the quality of teaching
that can be provided."
Although the challenges are great,
Schwaller gets much satisfaction from
teaching, primarily because he senses
both the personal and the academic
needs of his students that he can help
fulfill.
"The teacher is responsible for
creating the learning environment, for
setting the tone," he concludes. "A
teacher can be aloof, discouraging
class participation and treating .

The point of these experiences, she
explains, is to develop feelings of
openness and acceptance. She thinks
students should be willing to share
with others positive words, feelings
and actio_
n s--what she caHs "warm
fuzzies" --rather than "cold pricklies."
To some of Vora's middle-class
students her teaching methods--and
Vora herself--are initially somewhat
unsettling. An actress turned
professor/author/researcher, Vora has
lived and studied in a dozen European
countries, India, Nepal, Jamaica,
Mexico and many parts of the United
States. A German national, she is
fluent in two languages and has a
working knowledge of several others.
Her travels and interest in
communication arts led to
specialization in intercultural communication, which could be defined as
interpersonal communication at an
international level.
"Sometimes I feel as if I've lived a
thousand years traveling as a citizen
of the world, visiting places where
people had never seen a white person

before," she says. "I bring that food for
thought into the classroom with me."
Because Vora helps students deal
with critical, yet little discussed, issues
that affect their lives, friendships
develop which extend far beyond a
single course or an academic year.
Her eyes filling with tears, she recalls
a kind letter from a former student, a
phone call from a distant graduate
who claims she inspired him to pursue
a career in intercultural communication (even though he flunked the first
course he took from her), and a
paperweight gift a graduating senior
presented to her with this message:
"You have touched me. I have
grown."
What Vora tries to achieve in the
classroom is illustrated, she says, by
an incident that happened several
years ago.
"I overheard two girls talking," she
recalls. "They were discussing me.
And one said to the other, 'You know,
she really gives a damn.' I was so
moved, I almost cried. That was the
warmest fuzzy of the day.''

students like subordinates. Or a
teacher can encourage students to
open up and join in, and learn from
them in the process. If you care about
people, the only limit to the fun you
can have teaching is the extent of your
own creativity."

Students must deal
with critical issues
facing their lives
Dr. Erika Vora

"We are like race horses, wearing
blinders on either side," she ·
elucidates in a soft, accented voice.
"We jostle and strain, running hard to
arrive first at some distant goal, while
time and surroundings pass in a blur."
The speaker is Dr. Erika Vora, who
was asked about her approach to
teaching.
"I want to help people open up and
see life--see its beauty, its horror, its
pain and anxiety. We cannot just
accept what society tells us about life
and the world because societal
perceptions are often narrow and
stereotypic."
The teacher's role, she feels, is to
help students broaden their
perceptions by exposing them to
things "they never knew existed-lifestyles, ideas, ways of relating to
one another." In the process, she
hopes, students gain a new sense of
freedom and joy in living.
Broadening experiences, she says,
might include keeping a journal,
participating in an emotion-charged
group discussion, or visiting a black
church for Sunday morning services.

Dr. Erika Vora Is an assistant professor of speech communication In the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences. She received an M.A. degree In 1972 and an M.S.
degree In 1973 at the University of Bridgeport. In 1978 she was awarded a Ph.D.
degree by the State University of New York at Buffalo. Since Joining the SCSU
faculty In 1978, she has taught courses In lntercultural communication, effective
listening and Interpersonal communication.
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Mualcal IIIN ■■ ngers. Four of the Midwest's best-known folk singers will be
featured in a Christmas Coffeehouse per. formance Dec. 15 at SCSU. Free and
open to the public, the program is scheduled for 7 p.m. in Stewart Hall Auditorium.

Something epectal. Six presentations of
a popular planetarium show, "The Star of
Bethlehem," are scheduled during December at the SCSU Planetarium in the Mathematics-Science Center. Free and open to
the public, the showings will be at 7:30
p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays Dec. 2
through Dec. 21. For more information,
contact Ben Moore, planetarium director,
at 612-255-2013 (or 2011 ).

The performers will be Bryan Bowers,
widely-acclaimed autoharp player, John
McCutcheon, one of the nation's finest
hammer-dulcimer players, Claudia
Schmidt, dulcimer and guitar player, and
Larry Long, guitar player with politicallyoriented messages.

More budget cuts
would be ruinous,
·Gillett tells Board
Acting President Lowell R. "Ted"
Gillett has told the State University
Board that a $2.9 million reduction in
SCSU's budget during the next 18
months would be "devastating."
Gillett joined six other state
university presidents in submitting
contingency plans to the board based
on potential systemwide spending
reductions of about 8 percent in 198182 and 1982-83.
The calculations were made to
determine the impact of proposed
budget cuts which may be imposed
because state revenues are not
meeting projections in a period of
economic recession.
The SCSU plan calls for a budget
reduction of nearly $1.2 million the
remainder of this fiscal year, ending
next June 30, and another $1.7 million
in the next fiscal year.
Gillett pointed out that nearly 90
percent of the university's current
$25.4 million budget is needed for
fixed costs--salaries, fringe benefits,
fuel and utilities. The remaining 10
percent is for supplies, equipment,
student help, books, and other items.
Much of the allocation already has
been spent since the fiscal year began
lastJuly 1 '.
Under the tentative SCSU budget
cutback, no more teaching contracts
would be issued to part-time faculty
members, cancelling more than 100
classes scheduled for this academic
year. Next year, Gillett said, the
outlook becomes even more grim. The
equivalent of 54 full-time faculty
positions would not be replaced,
resulting in nearly 500 fewer courses
being offered.
The most severe personnel
reductions would be in classified staff-clerical, technical and maintenance
employees. The number of layoffs
would total 135, nearly half of the total
non-faculty work force. If that
happens, Gillett said, only emergency
support services could be provided.
Gillett warned that problems would
arise in repairing instructional
equipment, providing clerical services,
maintaining communications and
. staffing laboratory courses. Although
102 of the 135 laid-off employees
would be recalled later in 1982,
services would continue to be
curtailed and budget cuts would be
shifted to other areas.
The Learning Resources Center
also would be adversely affected, with
funds for books reduced $200,000
over the biennium and professional
personnel required to perform clerical
tasks.
Only about one-fifth of the
4

instructional equipment needed would
be purchased. "Many programs are
increasingly reliant on modern
technology," Gillett said. "As
equipment becomes obsolete, we fail
to provide students with the hands-on
experiences they will need in their
future employment."
Gillett concluded with these
remarks:
"The reductions are of such
magnitude that the basic nature of the
institution would be changed. Over
time, I cannot think·that this university
would much resemble the respected
educational institution that has been
developed to provide high quality
educational opportunities for the
citizens of the state."
After hearing from Gillett and the
other presidents, the board adopted a
resolutio.n asking Governor Al Quie "to
recognize the unique importance of
the State University System to the
state of Minnesota" when considering
his recommendations for responding
to the state's current fiscal crisis.

Program offered ·
in drug treatment

December

February

Exhibit: "The Mesoamerican Connection," ceramics, statues, photos of
Aztec and Mayan cultures, Evelyn
Pane Hatcher Museum of
Anthropology, 113 Stewart Hall,
weekdays. Continues through winter.

1-6 Theatre: Noel Coward's "Hay
Fever," 8 p.m., Performing Arts
Center Stage II Theatre.
8 Faculty Recital: Duilio Dobrin,
piano, Albert Moore, trumpet, 8
p.m. Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall.
11 Concert: SCSU Symphony
Band, 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
12 Economic Education Winter
Institute, 8:45 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Atwood Center.
15-20 Theatre: Bertolt Brecht's "The
Good Woman of Setzuan," 8
p.m., Performing Arts Center
Stage I Theatre.
18 Concert: SCSU Wind Ensemble with guest soloist Armando
Chitallaon trumpet, 8 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
22 Concert: SCSU University
Chorus, 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.

2-19 Exhibit: Antique quilts, tree
ornaments, dolls and toys,
Atwood Center.
8 Guest Recital: Thomas
Wegren, piano, 8 p.m.,
Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall.
9-22 Art Exhibit: "Minnesota
Ceramics," Kiehle Visual Arts
Center Gallery.
10 Guest Recital: Bobbi Peterson, organ, 8 p.m., First United
Methodist Church, St. Cloud.
15 Coffeehouse Holiday Concert:
Bryan Bowers, John McCutcheon, Claudia Schmidt and
Larry Long, 7 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
15 Student Art/Craft Sale: ceramics, glassware, ·paintings, 6-10
p.m., Stewart Hall
16-17 Sale continues, Civic-Penny
Room, Atwood Center.
17 Holiday eo·ncert: SCSU
Concert Choir and St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra, 8 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
28-30 Granite City Classic Basketball Tournament, Halenbeck
Hall.

A new certification program at
SCSU is preparing students for
entry-level positions in the rapidly
expanding field of chemical
dependency treatment.
Sponsored jointly by the Psychology Department and the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, the .64credit program may be completed
in one academic year by persons
enrolled on a full-time basis. Included in the curriculum is an
internship in primary health
care facility.
According to Dr. Frank Osendorf, professor of health and one
January
of the project coordinators, the
program is attracting students
6-22 Art Exhibit: Glassworks by
from a wide range of professional
Gary Loch, prints by Anita Mills,
and education backgrounds.
Kiehle Visual Arts Center
"Participants include workers in
Gallery.
halfway houses and mental health 11-15 Dance Residency: Modern
and detoxification centers, as
dance by Trisha Brown
well as members of the clergy,
Company, various locations.
law enforcement personnel and
19 Speaker: George McGovern,
high school counselors," he s~id.
"The Moral Majority," 7 p.m.,
Osendorf added that program
Atwood Ballroom.
participants range all the way
21 Concert: SCSU Jazz Ensemfrom persons with ·no university
ble, 8 p.m., Atwood Ballroom.
education to persons with
26 Concert: "Concerto Evening,"
master's degrees in human ser- ·
8 p.m., Performing Arts Center
vices and counseling who wish
Recital Hall.
to supplement their training.
27Osendorf expects some appliFeb. 12 Art Exhibit: Installation sculpcants to be former drug abusers .
ture and drawings by Candace
who wish to work in the
Clement, Kiehle Visual Arts
dependency treatment field. In adCenter Gallery.
dition to meeting usual university
29 Concert: St. Olaf College Choir,
8 p.m., Stewart Hall
admission requirements, he said,
Auditorium.
former abusers also will be asked
to maintain a year of sobriety
31 Concert: SCSU Orchestr~. 3
p.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium.
before entering the program.
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Note: To confirm scheduled events or obtain
more information, call Information Services
weekdays during office hours at 612-255-3151.
For a schedule of winter sports events, write or
call: Sports Information Director, St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301 (612-2552141).
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Coping with nuc1:ear waste
Professor seeks safe way
to neutralize potent residue
·· a full-quarter internship, Brennan said. ·
Internships are available at hospitals,
nursing homes, social service
agencies, community organizations
and correctional facilities, "offering
good experience and possible
employment opportunities," she
added. About 120 students are
majoring in the program.
· - Cnariges made in the program to
prepare for accreditation included
adding more prerequisites, new
courses, another faculty member and
improved internships.

Bush grant funds
research project

Myklebust
Dr. John carpenter shows eome of the laboratory equipment he uses at SCSU for conducting experiments that may lead to
a safe method of storing nuclear waste.

Huge amounts of highly radioactive
waste from nuclear defense testing
are in temporary storage in the United
States. Some sources estimate that
163 million gallons of the legal residue
are being held in underground tanks,
primarily in the states of South
Carolina and Washington. Another
one million gallons of commerciallyproduced waste from nuclear reactor _
sites also are stored in tanks awaiting
permanent disposition.
A substantial amount of this
country's nuclear waste could be
recycled, since only two or-three
percent of the uranium required is
used in the first round of nuclear
energy production. But current
legislation makes recycling of nuclear
wastes illegal since the process would
increase the availability of plutonium,
which is used in the production of
nuclear weapons. Because there is a
lively market for pirated plutonium,
increased availability could contribute
to nuclear arms proliferation. So the
burial of storage tanks continues.
The question that follows concerns
every informed citizen:
If we already have more than 160
million gallons of nuclear waste in
,temporary storage, with more being
produced daily, why don't we
eliminate the hazards by permanently
disposing of the stuff?
"The government would like to get
_.rid of it, but so far nobody-knows how
todo it safely," says Dr. John
Carpenter, chairperson of SCSU's
Chemistry Department. Although
researchers have explored a number

of disposal possibilities, no foolproof
method has yet been discovered.
Ideas considered and rejected include
pumping the waste into cem~nt or
glass and injecting the conglomerate
into the substrata or encasing it in
stainless steel jackets for storage in
abandoned mines.
But a solution to the disposal
dilemma may be within reach, thanks
to the work of Carpenter and other
researchers participating in a
government-funded project.
Under a $25,283 Department of
Energy grant administered through
the University of California Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory,
Carpenter and a small team of SCSU
students are studying the possibility of
incorporating nuclear wastes into a
synthetic material called "synroc"
which is similar in composition to
naturally occurring mineral forms
which have held uranium.in stable
condition for billions of years.
The grant is one of the first federal
contracts SCSU has received for
scientific research. Carpenter's
expertise and the fact that St. Cloud
has one of the few radiation
·
laboratories in Minnesota figured
significantly in the choice of SCSU as
an experimentation site. Carpenter
was a researcher at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory for
more than a decade before joining the
St. Cloud faculty in 1968. ·
"Incorporating all the elements
present in nuclear waste requires the
formation of four or five mineral forms,
"Carpenter explains. "The waste may

Rehwaldt

A professor and student are engaged
in a six-month research project at
SCSU aimed at refining the
procedur~~ used to detect
chromosomal irregularities which can
result in birth defects.
Funded by a $1,250 Bush
Foundation grant, the experiments are
being conducted in the Biological
Sciences Department by Dr. Charles
Rehwaldt and Monica Myklebust,
senior from Aurora. The work focuses
on the dynamics of mitosis during
tissue culture of human leucocytes, or
white blood cells.
Scheduled to continue through
February, the series of experiments
will help improve the culturing
technique and enable the researchers
to determine when the maximum
number of chromosomes is present
over a three-day period. Observations
of changes in culture conditions during
mitotic division are being recorded.
Cultures with large amounts of cells
in mitosis are needed for studies in ·
karyotyping (analysis of chromosomal
characteristics) and in testing for
possible carcinogens by observing
SCSU's bachelor of science degree
exchanges between chromatids,
program in social worlt has been
according to Rehwaldt. Chromatids
accredited by the Council on Social
are paired strands within chromo- ·
Work Education, culminating a threesomes which exchange components
year process of review and revision.
under certain
"St. Cloud is now one .of seven
.. . conditions.
Myklebust
was chosen for the
Minnesota institutions with accredited
project because of her interest and
social work programs," commented
experience in cytogenetics, a branch
Dr. Nancy Brennan, director.
· of biology which deals with heredity
"Students can be assured that they
and the characteristics of cells.
are getting a coherent major here in
Myklebust has worked in a
both social work theory and practice."
cytogenetics laboratory at the M~yo
The SCSU program includes 68
credits in the major plus field work and Clinic in Rochester.
contain isotopes of such elements as
strontium, cesium, rare earths,
uranium and transuranium elements,
as well as non-radioactive' elements
such as iron and aluminum."
The SCSU experiments are aimed
at determining whether just one of the
elements- cesium - can be
successfully incorporated into one of
two synthetic minerals, hollandite or
pollucite, to yield a stable product.
Volatility of the incorporated-cesium is
then tested by subjecting the synthetic
material to high temperatures.
The outcome of these and other
"synroc" experiments are eagerly
awaited by federal officials, scientists
and environmentalists. Those
temporary storage tanks filled with
deadly nuclear waste are like ticking
time bombs.

Social work major
earns accreditation
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English audience. An SCSU music professor who has been
a concert pianist at the White House and Carnegie Hall will
perform in London this month. Dr. Carmen Wilhite is
scheduled to present a concert Dec. 12 at Wigmore Hall in an
appearance arranged by Bryce Morrison, music critic for the
London Daily Telegraph and British Broadcasting Corporation. Wilhite studied with Morrison last spring during a
sabbatical leave. She holds two degrees from the Eastman
School of Music and a doctoral degree in piano performance
from North Texas State University. Her training has included
instruction by such well-known concert pianists as Eugene
List, Leonard Shure, Lili Kraus and Jorge Bolet.

Honors Program
helps meet needs
of special students
Nearly 200 students are participating
in SCSU's Honors Program this year,
according to Dr. Robert Earles,
coordinator.
Since its inception in 1965, the
program h~ offered an e~ra
intellectual challenge to students who
seek it. Selection is based on high
scholastic achievement and test
scores.
Designed to enhance the student's
academic experience, the program is
an alternative to the general education
curriculum. A lesser amount of required courses for an honors student
enables that person to enroll in a wide
variety of other courses. Class size for
honors program courses is about 20
students compared to the average of
nearly 45 students in most general
education classes, Earle says.
All students in the program belong
to the Honors Club, an organization
that makes program recommendations and sponsors social and
cultural activities. The club's
curriculum committee makes recommendations concerning course
content and choice of instructors.
Additional assignments are given to
students in the program to help
sharpen their scholarly skills.
"We want these special students to
improve their ability to think critically
,and read critically," Earles explains.
Students are under no obligation to
remain in the program if it creates any
problems for them. Honors classes
will transfer to fulfill general education
requirements.
Three types of honors can be
attained by students in the program.
The first is granted to students who
complete the liberal studies honors
curriculum, the second to those who
complete the requirements in his or
h~r major field, and the third to those
who complete requirements in both
areas.

Special Olympics
set for June 2-4
St. Cloud State University will host the
1982 Minnesota Special Olympics
next June 2-4. About 2,500 mentally
retarded athletes will participate in the
program, culminating a year of local
training, practice and competition
throughout the state.
Halenbeck Hall South and Selke
Field will be the primary facilities for
the competitive games, according to
Diane Guse, SCSU's director of
intramural-recreational sports and
coordinator of the program. Campus
residence halls and food service
facilities will be used.
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Minnesota Special Olympics
includes track and field, gymnastics,
basketball, wrestling, soccer, floor
hockey, poly hockey, bowling, frisbee,
skiing and wheelchair events.
Mentally retarded persons eight years
old and older are eligible to
participate.
Part of an international program of
physical fitness, sports training and
athletic competition for mentally
retarded people, Minnesota Special
Olympics accommodates competitors
at all ability levels. Volunteers,
including professional sports celebrities, serve as coaches, trainers and
judges.

Burnett sparks
women's teams

Samuel directs
women's studies
Dr. Patricia Samuel, a specialist in
social change and women's issues,
has been named director of women's
studies at SCSU.
·
Her duties include coordinating the
university's minor program in women's
studies, directing the Women's
Studies Resource Center and
· conducting special short courses and
workshops on women's concerns.
She has had teaching experience at
Stanford University and the University
of Wisconsin-Green Bay and has
been a research fellow at the Institute
for the Future in California. She also
. has been a lobbyist and program
director for the Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom.

SCSU offers only
real estate major
in Upper Midwest
A new undergraduate degree program
at SCSU is responding to a national
_trend toward "professionalization" of
the real estate industry.
Under a bachelor of science degree
·program in real estate, students are
preparing for a field "which is
becoming increasingly complex and
sophisticated," according to Dr.
George Karvel, program coordinator
and holder of the Minnesota Chair in
Real Estate at SCSU. "Real estate
has become much more than just
It's a banner year for Jeanne Burnett,
selling houses," he maintains.
generally regarded as SCSU's best
all-around female athlete.
The o.nly offering of its kind in the
The Minnetonka High School
upper Midwest, the program provides
graduate is expected to set more
education in the fundamentals of real
records in volleyball and basketball as
estate, with opportunity for
she completes her senior year of
specialization in an operational or
sports competition.
functional area, such as sales,
brokerage, brokerage management,
Burnett has been named three
finance, building and construction, or
times to the All-Minnesota Association
planning and development.
for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(MAIAW) volleyball team. And she has
The program was developed with
the assistance of professional persons
earned that distinction twice in
basketball. "Jeanne is the most
and agencies, Karvel explains. Input
aggressive athlete I've ever coached,"
was provided by real estate
comments Gladys Ziemer, women's
practitioners, the office of the
athletic director and basketball coach.
Minnesota Commissioner of Securi"She is confident of her abilities and
ties and Real Estate, the Minnesota
simply refuses to give up. If she wants
Association of Realtors, SCSU's Real
a rebound, she finds a way to get it."
Estate Executive Advisory Council,
.Burnett is the fourth-leading scorer
and 12 state' and national professional
in SCSU basketball history with 1, 108
organizations.
points. She is captain of both the
Although real estate courses had
women's basketball and volleyball
previously been offered at SCSU
teams this year, as she was last year.
under a joint insurance and real estate
"She is a leader by her actions, not
major, the restructured program
words," Ziemer observes. "Because
emphasizes in-depth preparation in a
she is the hardest worker we have in
wider variety of areas. Offerings draw
practice, others are challenged by
on the resources of four College of
watching her hustle."
Business departments, as well as the
Spectators are entertained this year departments of Economics, Speech
watching Burnett in action. She adds a
Communication, Physics and Astronolot of zest to every game.
my, History, Sociology arid Industrial

Meeting of minds. Dr. Arnde Habte,
acting chairperson of the SCSU Mass
Communications Department, was one of
more than 400 scientists and scholars
from nearly 100 countries who participated
in an International Conference on the Unity
of the Sciences Nov. 9-13 in Seoul, Korea.
Before returning to Minnesota, he was a
visiting professor Nov. 16-19 at Kyushu
Women's University and College in Japan,
lecturing on international communication.

Education. Students also will be
encouraged to gain practical
experience under a College of
Business internship.
"Directly or indirectly, real estate
accounts for approximately 16 percent
of all employment nationally,"
according to Karvel. "By developing a
professional degree program, SCSU
is in the vanguard of a nationwide
move toward better and more
comprehensive training for brokers,
managers, loan officers, planners,
builders and developers." :..-

New major accents
international affairs
Students planning careers in the
foreign service, federal civil service, mass media, international business or
cross-cultural re~arch may now take
advantage of a new program offering
at SCSU: an interdisciplinary major in
international relations.
According to Dr. Ghulam (Bill)
Haniff, SCSU professor of
interdisciplinary studies and curriculum coordinator, the 68-credit progr~m
focuses on "international affairs within
the context of the contemporary
concerns of social justice, cultural
awareness, changing world order and
human rights. There is an increasing
demand for persons with international
experience in a wide range of
employment situations, from the
marketing department of a multinational corporation to the United
States diplomatic corps," he said.
The ma1or combines the resources
of a number of academic areas, such
as economics, marketing, management and finance, political science,
geography, history and the social
sciences.
Students also must fulfill one of
three requirements to the satisfaction
of a coordinating program board:
knowledge of a foreign language, indepth knowledge of a culture area, or
considerable experience in foreign
travel and residence, such as
completing a program at one of
SCSU's overseas study centers.

Book profits -go
to Hall of Fame
A total of $3,490 in proceeds from
book sales has been donated by Dr.
John Kasper to the establishment of
an Athletic Hall of Fame at SCSU.
Kasper, professor of health,·
physical education and recreation, is
the author of The Husky Tradition,
published last year. The book covers
90 years of men's athletics.
The first persons to be included in
the Athletic Hall of Fame will be
selected next fall.

-

Improving behavior
Positive approach, not punishment,
solves school discipline problems
What is the main concern parents _
have about the education of their
children? Discipline in school,
according to national surveys du_ring
the past ten years.·
Dr. Gordon Mortrude, SCSU professor of teacher development, says
that concern is shared by teachers.
"There is no longer a
geographically safe, problem-free
place where children can be taught,"
he maintains. "The problems once
confined to inner cities are now found
in upper income neighborhoods and
rural areas as well."
He's talking about problems like
drug and alcohol abuse, battering,
sexual abuse, unwanted pregnancies
and trouble with the law. The threat of
violence hovers over classrooms,
corridors and schoolgrounds. Last
year alone more than 100,000
teachers were physically attacked so
severely that they required medical
attention.
Some schools have responded to
the growing problem with a simplistic
"get tough" approach characterized
by police-patrolled hallways, locked
lavatories and paddlings (or worse).
Students are simply kept in custody
seven hours a day, with teachers
acting as jailers. And, the authoritarian approach is approved by federal
and state governments--school personnel in every state except Massachusetts and New Jersey may inflict
corporal punishment on children as
young as four years old for any
alleged misconduct.
The "spare the rod and spoil the
child" system of discipline might have
some merit if it proved to be effective.
But studies show that increasingly
rigid and abusive methods of
controlling behavior result in a distinct
rise in the frequency and severity of
discipline problems.
"Modern psychologists have found
that corporal punishment is, at best,
ineffective because it must be
continually repeated," Mortrude
explains. "At worst, it creates a
dehumanized, disruptive environment
that blocks learning. Such negative
reinforcement teaches young people
that 'might makes right' and that the
way to deal with stress is through
physical or verbal abuse.
"Flogging was outlawed by the
Navy years ago," he notes. "Even
convicted criminals are no longer
physically abused by correctional
personnel because it is counterproductive. Why, then, should corporal
punishment be condoned in
classrooms?"
Mortrude sees his task as helping
teachers reorient their thinking about
discipline.
"Too many educators confuse the·
term 'discipline' with physical
. punishment, high anxiety and
negative feelings," he says. "I believe
in the positive approach. Discipline

Dr. Gordon Mortrude chats with elementary pupils Mark Peterson and Lisa Fedor as he observes classroom behavior at
SCSU's Campus Laboratory School.
helps shape responsible, caring
young people who will become
responsible, caring adults. That
process is one of the most exciting,
satisfying aspects of teaching."
Young people want order and
discipline in their lives, Mortrude
emphasizes. "Even the most
rebellious, streetwise kid wants
structure and rules. In providing rules,
the teacher is saying 'I care about you'
and the student believes it."
Mortrude knows about streetwise
kids because he has worked with
them. He also has worked with
university professors, high school
principals, criminal justrce workers,
kindergarten children and prison
inmates. He has been a classroom
teacher and school administrator,
student teaching supervisor, chairperson of SCSU's Elementary Education
Department and associate dean of the
College Education. He lectures and
conducts in-service workshops for
school teachers and administrators
throughout the nation.
The distillation of all these
experiences, he says, is that discipline
is kind. He has used that concept as
the foundation for several academic
offerings at SCSU.
"This university is unusual in that it
is one of the few in the country which
deals with discipline in an academic
setting," he explains. A graduate
course in school discipline has been
well received arid an undergraduate
course is being developed.
Mortrude thinks it is incongruous
that education majors are imbued with
a wide range of instructional
techniques while the complicated task
of administering fair, constructive
discipline is generally ignored. "It's
supposed to just come to them
naturally," he muses.
Constructive discipline is complicated, he says, because it must take into ·
account legal guidelines, institutional

goals and the teacher's own personal
makeup. Even more important is the
diversity of students.
"Teachers no longer deal with
homogeneous student populations,"
Mortrude points out. "Even in rural
areas, you find students from a wide
variety of racial and religious backgrounds, different social and economic levels, and different degrees of
parental involvement at home."
The fastest-growing minority in
schools consists of children from
single-parent homes, usually households headed by young working
mothers. Tests reveal that these
children are the lowest aehievers and
have the highest rates of truancy,
emotional upsets and disciplinary
problems.
Is it reasonable to expect children
from one-parent, unconcerned or
antisocial families to behave better at
school than they are expected to
behave at home?
Mortrude replies with an emphatic
yes. "The number of children in school
from unstable homes makes it all the
more necessary for teachers to
provide a balanced, safe environment
conducive to learning," he maintains.
"The key to maintaining order is to
make young people responsible for
their actions," he explains. "To teach
responsibility, you must give responsibility. Children need to know that their
behavior has immediate, rational consequences and that they are responsible for determining the outcome."
Just as they will later learn that
repeated traffic violations will cost
them their driver's license, young
people must learn that undesirable
behavior has painful--though
nonviolent--consequences, according
to Mortrude. Removal from the peer
group is best way to enforce
constructive discipline.
"Peer association and peer
approval are very important to a young

What love can do
Dr. Gordon Mortrude uses an Aesop's
fable to illustrate the effectiveness of
the "discipline of love" in the
classroom:
One day the Sun and the Wind
were arguing as to who was the
stronger. Looking down, the Wind
spied a traveler. "I'll show you who is
stronger! I'll blow so hard I'll tear the
coat right off that man," the Wind
boasted. The Wind blew cold and
hard, but the man just clutched his
coat more firmly about him. Then the
sun said, "Let me try." He shone down
warm and bright, and the heat soon
caused the man to remove his coat of
his own free will.
. "See what a little love can do?" he
exclaims.
person," he says. The problem
student may be removed to a "time
out" area providing physical separation as well as a "cooling off" period.
Unruly students also may be subjected to an "in-school suspension" which
requires them to attend classes and
keep up with assignments with
rescheduled break and lunch periods
so that peer contact is minimal.
Two pupils engaged in a heated
argument may be asked to sit at a
"problem table" where each may
voice opinions and solutions from
behind a center line.
"It's really amazing how even little
people can resolve conflicts when
they must find a solution, without
physical contact, before they may
leave the table," he concludes.
Mortrude agrees with educators
and psychologists who believe that
students who learn how to resolve
conflicts and control behavior under
the "discipline of love" are acquiring
interpersonal and managerial skills
that will be of value throughout
their lives.
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On the road again

!...

Two weeks in August in northern
Manitoba: Windswept, treeless
tundra. Freezing temperatures. Black
flies the size of sled dogs. A two-day
stopover in Thompson, a nondescript
company town surrounded by open pit
mines, smelters and enough airborne
alloys to galvanize your sinuses.
Who could resist such an
opportunity?
I couldn't. Neither could 23 other
SCSU faculty members, students and
assorted adventurers who since
childhood had savored Jack London's
images of the Silent North. Even if we
discounted "The Call of the Wild," the
journey at least promised an escape
from the last gasp of a humid
Minnesota summer.
Sponsored by SCSU's Biological
Sciences and Earth Sciences
departments, the Aug. 17-30 study
tour was directed by Drs. John Peck
and David Grether, biologists, and Dr.
Leonard Soroka, geologist.
The two academic departments
regularly mount expeditions open to
the public which combine serious
research with breathtaking scenery,
campfire camaraderie and enriching
cultural experiences--at low cost.
Recent tours have had such diverse
destinations as the Florida Keys,
Grand Canyon and Lake Superior's
Isle Royale. Plans are in the making
for a tour of the Big Bend area of
southern Texas.
"Participants earn university credit
for field studies, which generally
include sample collecting, problemsolving sessions and formal
presentations," explains Soroka. At
the end of the trip, tour members hand
in some sort of record of the
experience, such as a written or
photographic journal, field notes,
sketches, specimen collections,
essays or other creative work.
"Our goal is to make each trip an
exciting, distinctive learning experience in which everyone benefits from
each person's particular interests or
area of expertise," Soroka says. Adds
field tripper Jean Van Pelt: "YolI just
can't do things like this in a regular
classroom." Amen.
The first day was spent in an
uneventful and exhausting drive
across the prairie to Winnipeg. How
boring was it? So boring that we all
piled out to have our pictures taken at
the feet of a giant prairie chicken
someone had erected near the North
Dakota line.
An overnight campout near
Winnipeg prepared us for fossil
collecting and a visit to the Museum of
Man and Nature, providing a good
introduction to the history and ecology
of the north country awaiting us.
The next leg of the trip was by train
8

Study tour member uses a spotting
scope to aearch for whales off Cape
Merry In Hudson Bay.
since there are no roads to tiny
Churchill, a community of 600 on the
western shore of Hudson Bay. For
those of us into trains, the 40-hour
trek was a delight. The best part of rail
travel has always been the people one
meets. In this instance, those people
included a bar car manager with a
doctorate in clinical psychology, a
lifelong railroad man who claimed
there is nothing worth seeing south of
Winnipeg.and a Swedish student who
was spending six weeks in Canada
brushing up on his English before
starting a graduate program at the
University of California-Los Angeles.
He was then in his fifth week and
already had acquired such a thick
Canadian brogue (which Canadians
will tell you dunnah exist, eh?) that he
was barely understand~ble.
Churchill is a sprawling, ramshackle
settlement of friendly people and
worn-out buildings. Apparently the
extreme temperatures make niceties
such as exterior paint and landscaping
low priority items. Undoubtedly, the

offered by SCSU's International Studies

Office. The classroom-travel experience
will provide insights into that nation's geog·raphy, history, government, language and
art. Registration deadline is Jan. 6. For
information, write or call International
Studies Office, St. Cloud State University,
St. Cloud, MN 56301 (612-255-4287).

Tours offer wide range
of learning opportunities
by JAN TURNER
News Editor
SCSU Information Services

SN for youralf. A 20-day field b'ip to the
Soviet Union April 24-May 13 preceded by
an intensive six-week study period is

town looks better in its almost yeararound cloak of snow.
Surprisingly, temperatures during
our visit were balmy. Despite a oneday dip below freezing and sudden
wind shifts bringing a 20-degree drop
· in minutes, temperatures generally
hovered around 70 under bright blue
skies. One afternoon even peaked at
a record 80 degrees. The visitors
loved it. The locals hated it.
We were housed at the Northern
Study Center, a former Eskimo Village
about three miles from Churchill. The
center regularly hosts research teams
attracted by the area's unusual
combination of tundra, boreal forest
and coastal mudflats. And polar bears.
As home base for one of the world's
largest polar bear populations, the
Churchill area may harbor as many as
a thousand bears in October and
November--nearly twice the population of the town. The unpredictable
critters, weighing up to a thousand
pounds, occasionally wander through
the main streets of Churchill. Although
there have been only two or three
recorded human deaths in the
Churchill vicinity attributable to polar
bears, the animals sometimes break
into houses or carry off family dogs.
During."bear alert" months rifles and
handguns are carried by many
townspeople as they go about their
daily activities.
The bears gather in late fall awaiting the freeze-over of the bay. They
spend the winter on the ice except for
pregnant females, who head for a
denning area south of town. Because
our late-summer visit preceded the fall
migration, we saw no bears. However,
fresh tracks and other signs indicated
that bear encounters had at times
been narrowly avoided.
Although bears were scarce, the
Churchill River and its Hudson Bay
outlet were alive with beluga whales.
Incongruously known as "great white
whales," the belugas in this part of the
world rarely exceed 15 feet in length.

We spied about 40 of the bone-white
mammals rolling and blowing in pairs
and pods, accompanied by their
mouse-colored calves. Our afternoons
of whale watching off Cape Merry
brought into sharp focus the baseness
of killing these gentle, intelligent
creatures for profit or sport.
Other highlights included a visit to an
Eskimo museum filled with hundreds
of Inuit carvings and boat excursions
to the original site of the town of
Churchill and the abandoned Fort
Prince of Wales, built in 1731.
We were able to make a day-long
tour of the tundra by using speciallydesigned tracked vehicles that exert
less pressure on the delicate surface
than humans on foot. The terrain had
a blown-out, "edge of the world" look:
an endless carpet of reindeer moss
and lichen punctuated only by a few
scraggly fir trees.
The tundra winds which blow at
gale force cause the trees to grow
branches only on the downwind side.
Churchillians told us they always
place the Christmas tree in a corner;
otherwise, they would have to put
three trees together "to get a proper
Christmas tree."
At each stop we collected samples,
conducted experiments and recorded
impressions on film and in journals.
Important information was reviewed in
detail at evening lectures. One
particularly memorable presentation
on the larger-than-life Voyageurs and
the legendary Hudson's Bay Company was provided by group member
John Dwyer, head of the Liturgical
Press at St. John's University.
Several evenings ended with
spectacular displays of the aurora
borealis, which arced and zig-zagged
from horizon to horizon, tinged in
green and yellow.
The return trip was bisected by the
Thompson stopover, where we toured
a smelter and underground mines.
The experience underscored how far
our northern neighbors need to go in
such areas as equal rights and
environmental protection. Women are
banned from high-paying "underground" jobs. And the pollution-laden
atmosphere caused sore throats and
bronchitis among those of us who
grew up breathing air we couldn't

see.
The final day of travel brought us
back to St. Cloud, weary but h~ppy.
Even before our arrival, we were
plotting how we might someday return
to the land of cold winds, warm people
and fascinating natural history.
A word of caution, should you be
considering such a journey. About a
third of our group was felled by
a virulent Canadian version of
Montezuma's Revenge. So, unless
you are willing to risk spending some
Beachcomblng along the bleak Hudson Bay coastline Ian, very productive, of your time engaged in a grim Tundra
SCSU students learned. The frigid water la devoid of the teeming marine life Two-Step, take some South of the
found In temperate and tropical aeaa.
Border advice: Don't drink the water.

From the director's desk
By TOM MACGILLIVRAY
Executive Director
SCSU Alumni Association
THANKS. Three people have given
time and talent the past six years by
serving as board members of the Alumni Association. Kudos to John Harges, '72,
immediate past president, Michael Keable, '65, immediate
past secretary, and Stephen Wenzel,
'68. The Nominating Committee is
seeking others who may be interested
in serving as board members. Write
this office if you want to be
considered.

·n,

CLASS OF.'32. If you are a 1932
SCSU graduate, your golden
anniversary is approaching: Friday,
May 28, 1982. It will be celebrated
with attendance at the spring
commencement ceremony and a 50year luncheon. Spouses and guests
are also invited, along with graduates
prior to 1932 and emeriti faculty.
Those who qualify will be inducted into
the Fifty Year Club. You must be
present to receive your pin. If you plan
to attend, please let us know so that
we can provide more information.

an investor in your university?

GENEROUS DONATIONS. Daughters of Dr. C.B. Lewis, builder and first
owner of the Alumni House, recently
donated to the Alumni Association the
original master bedroom set and
dining room furniture. Thank you,
Isabel Lewis Agrell of Cross Lake and
Virginia Lewis of San Francisco. We
also appreciate receiving Dr. Lewis'
favorite chair. While seated in this
chair, Dr. Lewis had many discussions
ranging from small town life to global
affairs with his famed novelist brother,
Sinclair Lewis. These valuable additions give the Alumni House a sense
of history and a touch of class. We're
indebted to the Lewis daughters for
their thoughtfulness and generosity.

matching gifts to education rose from
$28. 7 million to nearly $39 million, an
increase of 39 percent.
To learn more about increasing
your giving power through matching
gifts, contact the SCSU Development
Office, 210 Administrative Services
Building, 612-255-31TT.

director for Independent School District 578 in Pine City. She was honored at the 1980 fall commencement.
Purpose of the award is to
recognize graduates under the age of
35 who have made outstanding
contributions in their profession and in
the city or community where they live.

St. Paul attorney
receives young
alumni award

C

More students
get scholarships

Companies match .
gifts by employees

DECEMBER17
.Alumni Reception in Gallery Lounge,
Atwood Center, following performance
by St. Paul Chamber Orchestra and
SCSU Concert Choir, 8 p.m., Stewart
Hall Auditorium
JANUARY16
Alumni Family Buck Night: Men's
Varsity Basketball, SCSU vs.
University of Minnesota-Duluth,
Halenbeck Hall, 7:30 p.m. Guests
welcome.

HOLIDAY WISHES. On behalf of the
Alumni Association Board of
Directors, I wish all of you success
and happiness in the New Year.

Twenty-four students have been
ROYAL TREAT. It's the opportunity of awarded 1981-82 academic scholara lifetime! A five-day stay in a marvelships by the SCSU Alumni Associous English castle. Built in the 11th
ation. Scholarships are administered
century, Alnwick Castle is the home of · by the SCSU Foundation.
the 10th Duke of Northumberland. The
Contributions to alumni scholarcastle visit is part of a 15-day tour
ships are welcome. Also, new alumni
program next summer co-sponsored
scholarship programs may be
by your Alumni Association and the
initiated. For information, write or call:
SCSU Center for Continuing Studies.
Development Office, St. Cloud State
You have a choice of five tours:
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301 (612England and Scotland, June 12-27;
255-31TT).
England, Belgium and Germany, June
19-July4; England and Wales, June
26-July 11; England, Holland,
Germany and Denmark, July 3-18;
and England and France, July 10-25. '
Cost is $1,695 or $1,795, depending
If you are planning to send a gift to
on tour choice. Included are transportSCSU, here's something you should
ation via Northwest Orient Airlines,
know:
most meals, lodging and a host family
stay. The tours are open to alumni,
Your company may help you double or
faculty, relatives, guests and friends of triple the size of your donation.
the university. For more information
Nationally, more than 900 firms match
contact the Alumni Office. Deadline for employee contributions to colleges or
reservations is February 1 .
universities on a one-to-one, two-toone
or higher basis. Under a matching
ALUMNI FUND. The deans of SCSU's
gifts program, each individual
five colleges have written letters to
contribution is doubled or tripled
alumni seeking contributions to help
through company involvement.
support their academic programs. The
Guidelines for this partnership
needs are real. Show your pride in
approach to educational support vary
your alma mater by investing in its
from company to company. Some
future. Your financial support can
firms do not require that an employee
provide the margin of excellence that
donor
be a graduate of the institution
makes SCSU a special place for
receiving a contribution. However, the
learning. Please make your check
employee must have been a student
payable to the SCSU Foundation. A
there.
Other firms provide matching
coupon for alumni gifts is included in
funds for gifts by employees' spouses
this OUtlook. Gifts dated on or before
or other family members. A few
Dec. 31 are deductible on your 1981
income tax returns. The summer issue companies match gifts made by
retirees. Details are available at your
of OUtlook will include a Report to
company's personnel office.
Investors listing all contributors
How popular are matching gifts
(although requests for anonymity will
programs? Last year corporate
be honored). Will you be recorded as

r

JANUARY19
Alumni Association Board of Directors
meeting, 7 p.m., Mississippi Room,
Atwood Center.

Pat Hirl, a St. Paul attorney, is the
second person to receive an
Outstanding Young Alumni Award
from the SCSU Alumni Association.
SCSU President Lowell "Ted"
Gillett made the presentation during
fall commencement exercises Nov. 25
in Atwood Ballroom.
Hirt earned a bachelor's degree
with honors from SCSU in 1973 and
two degrees in 1976 from the
University of lowa--a master's in
journalism and a juris doctorate from
the College of Law. While attending
the University of Iowa, she was
president of the local chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta, an international law
fraternity.
Hirl has merged her journalistic and
legal preparation into a practice which
focuses on communications law and
government relations. Her law clients
include the Minnesota Newspaper
Association, Radio and Television
News Directors Association, Society
of Professional Journalists and
several newspapers. She also is
editor and publisher of Minnesota Trial
Lawyer magazine.
Earlier in her career she was a
legislative counsel and consumer
specialist for the Minnesota Public
Interest Research Group and served
as that organization's spokesperson
on consumer issues.
Hirl has been an arbitrator for the
American Arbitration Association and
is an adjunct professor at William
Mitchell College of Law.
The first recipient of the award was
Candice Anderson Ames, curriculum

FEBRUARY4
College of Business Alumni
Association annual dinner, Minne~polis Athletic Club. Reservations
required.
FEBRUARY 19 Alumni Theatre Night: "The Good
Woman of Setzuan," by Bertold
Brecht, Stage I, Performing Arts
Center. Preceded by optional preperformance.dinner, Atwood Center.
MARCHS
Reception for alumni and coaches
during Boys' State High School
Wrestling Tournament. Capp Towers,
St. Paul. MARCH 12
Reception for alumni and coaches
during Boys' State High School
HockeyTournament, St. Paul.
MARCH19
Reception for alumnae and coaches
during Girls' State High School
Basketball Tournament, 4-7 p.m.,
Vermillion Room, Howard Johnson's
Motel, 8401 Cedar Ave., Bloomington:
MARCH26
Reception for alumni and coaches
during Boys' State High School
Basketball Tournament, 3-7 p.m.,
Leamington Hotel, Minneapolis.

i4Av2·a -Go1den Anniversary, Class of 1932,
SCSU campus, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Graduates prior to 1932 also invited.
Fifty Year Club induction ceremony.
For more information about alumni
events, write or call SCSU Alumni
Services (612-255-4241 ).
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Celling all donors. Alumni

donors ·

·Holiday hoopla. Eight oollege teams will

of
previous years who have not oontributed
to SCSU in 1981 will be getting telephone
calls from student volunteers during the
first half of December. Members of Vanguard, a student organization promoting
SCSU, will conduct the "Phone-a-Thon" in
cooperation with three campus offices:
Development, Alumni Services and High
School and Community College Relations.
The callers will encourage alumni to oonsider gifts to the college or department of
their choice. Alumni will be reminded that
oontributions are tax deductible.

oompete in the 17th annual Granite City
Classic Basketball Tournament Dec. 2~
. 30 at SCSU's Halenbeck Hall. Eastern
Washington University meets Mankato
State University in the first game. Other
opening round matches are: St. John's
University vs. University of WisoonsinStevens Point, Northern Michigan Unversity vs. University of Wisoonsin-LaCrosse,
and Concordia College (Moorhead) vs.
SCSU. Two high school games also will be
played each day of the tourney. for ticket
information, call 612-255-2141 .

. 1928-1960
MILDRED WENTWORTH KAPLAN, '28, and her husband live
in Owatonna. He is on the board of directors of Owatonna Tool
Company...WALLACEC. OLSON, '28, '58, Minneapolfs, has
been retired for ten years after 40 years as a teacher,
elementary school principal and superintendent of
schools ... MARILYN NELSON HILL, '53, Northfield, is associate
director of the Career Center and director of placement at
Carleton College.
.

1961-1969
PEARL D. OLSON, '61, '68, is retired and living in

Stanchfield ...JUDITH HAPP DEHRER, '61, Inver Grove
Heights, is a part-time teacher of elementary instrumental and
junior high school vocal music. She also is a church
organist ... DAVEARDOFF,'63, Bloomington, was recently
honored as Science Teacher of the Year by the University of
Minnesota chapter of Sigma XL.THOMAS J. EITTER, '64, is an
associate professor of physical education at the University of
Dubuque. He also is head yqestting coach and assistant
football coach ... CLIFF SCHROEDER, '64, Afton, is a registered
representative in Bayport for the Offerman Company,
Investment Bankers...JAMES D. JUREK, '65, Grafton, WI, is
vice president of the First Bank of Milwaukee. He also is a trust
officer and manager of the pension and profit sharing division...
CLEMENT KLAPHAKE, '65, is an assistant professor at
BellvueCollege, Bellvue, NE... ROBERTW. NUSS, '66,
Rochester, is president and general manager of Mack Trucks of
Rochester, lnc... MARILYN MENNINGA, '67, is a medical
technologist for the Veterans Administration Medical Center in
Minneapolis... CARLENE WIDNER McDOWELL, '67,
Bloomington, was honored by the SCSU Speech
Communication Department at the Speech Association of
Minnesota's annual awards program for outstanding graduates
of Minnesota colleges and universities. A teacher at Burnsville
High School, she has written eight journal articles and is
associate editor of Communication Education... ROSEMARY
KAHNKE BLESSING, '69, teaches part-time at Lincoln Model
School in Staples. She is married and has a son ... BILL GANS,
'69, is a senior accountant with Larson Allen Weishor and
Company of St. Cloud ... BOB LUPIENT, '69, Belmont, CA, is
director of sales and marketing for Forrest Company ...
TRUMAN TAUER, '69, and SANDY SEIM TAUER, 71, live in
Colorado Springs, CO, where he is assigned to the Air Force
Academy.

1970-1975
ROBERTBLANK, '70, Virginia, isabiologyteacher... DAVIDC.
HEIBEL, 70, Savage, is in medical sales ...ARVID
SONSTEGARD, 70, and MARIE VILLAUME SONSTEGARD,
'69, live in Brooklyn Park, where he is an accounting manager
and she is a homemaker. They were college sweethearts who
met the first day of classes their freshman year... RUSSELL
DEAN SCHOLER, 71, St. Paul, is a health educator at Irondale
High School ... ROSS NESBIT, '71, Rochester, is a resource
oonservationist...BRIAN FELSKA, 71, Elk River, is a supervisor
for Nortronics Company, Inc., in Mlnneapolis... JON G.
WIDBOOM, 71, Minneapolis, is an advisor for the National
Guard and Reserve Unit of the Army...THOMAS R. JOHNSON,
72, St. Louis Park, is a quality oontroller and dairy production
supervisor... SANDRA L. JEWELL DALE, 72, Elk River, is a
medical technician at the University of Minnesota
Hospitals... RUSSELL HUGH McNALLY, 72, and KATHY
DINKEL McNALLY, 73, are married and live in Fullerton,
CA ... DIANE LEROUX LETENDRE, 72, Centerville, is art
coordinator for American Guidance Services in Circle Pines
... ROSEMARY STEEN, 72, Minneapolis, is an instructor and
physical therapist at St. Mary's Junior College... PAUL
THOMPSON, 72 Woodbury, is senior sales representative for
LKB Instruments, lnc.... GLEN C. BJONSTAD, 72, is a teacher
in Belcourt, ND... MARK N. SCHUMACHER, 72, Hoyt Lakes, is
a shift clerk for Erie Mining Company... JOANN JASMER
PARKER, '72, Minneapolis, is head teacher of infants at the
University of Minnesota Child Care Center... BRUCE B. BODIN,
73, Eagan, is a military pilot... DANIEL FIEBELKOM, '73,
Anoka, is a driver and dealer examiner for the State of
Minnesota... LORRAINE HENNING, 73, Clara City, is a
remedial reading and mathematics teacher at Maynard... JAN
SCOTT PETERSON, 73, is a research associate for the
Department of Ophthalmology at the University of CaliforniaSan Francisco ... DARLENE A. THOMETZ, '73, Blaine, is
· manager of pre-clinical studies for Cardiac Pacemakers, Inc., in
St. Paul ... KENNETH A. MEYER, 73, is an environmental
health specialist for the City of St. Cloud ... JOY LUTTRELL
URBAN, 74, Gailand, TX, has started a counseling practice in
Dallas. She plans to pursue a Ph.D. degree in clinical
counseling ... DONALD G. KLICK, '74, Buffalo, is a laboratory
technician ... DEBRA BAER HAUGE, 74, Big Lake, is a junior
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high school science teacher... DAVID E: HOELLER, 74, St.
Cloud, is a teacher ...JOYCE MARIE SCHULZETENBERG
GRONG, 74, is a medical technician at Hendricks
Hospital ... GARY JAMES SKALICKY, 74, Columbia Heights, is
a carpenter employed by Ulmer Construction Company ...
CATHYBINSFELDSCHUMAN, '74, Foley, is chief deputy
treasurer for Benton County... HENRY J. ZIMMERMANN, '74,
•n, is a research assistant In the Department of Zoology and
Entomology at Colorado State University, Fort Collins... GARY
LEE DUNCOMB, '74, Eden Valley, is a proctologist at Meeker
County Memorial Hospital in Litchfield ...ALAN H. LONGLEY,
74, Pocatello, ID, is a group leader of production for Kraft
Foods, Inc... NEAL RUCKS, 74, Festus, MO, is a physician's
assistant, teaching at St. Louis University. His wife, Sue, a
former SCSU faculty member, is a radiologic technologist...
MIKE CLAYTON, 74, Sarasota, FL, received the 1981 Horton
Smith Award for Contributions to Education. The presentation
was made by the North Florida section of the Professional
Golfers of America Association ... ALAN C. WELLS, 75, and
BONNIE WOLNER WELLS, '69, live in Sioux Falls, SD, where
he is a medical technologist for McKennan Hospital...JAMES
M. SHEY, 75, Coon Rapids, is a learning facilitator ... LAURA
ALEXANDER NELSON, 75, Minneapolis, is a chemist at the
State Crime Laboratory in St. Paul ... HELEN NIKKO FARRINGTON, 75, is a mother, homemaker and day care center
operator in Chaska... ALAN BAKKE, 75, Salt Lake City, UT, is a
training representative for Hercules Aerospace ...... DAVID
KRANZ, 75 is a teacher in Lakeville ...JERRY D. THORSON,
75, Minneapolis, is a program cost accountant with Central
Data Corporation ... MITCHEL L. RYDBERG, 75, is a third-year
resident physician at the Family Practice Center in Sioux Falls,
SD ... RALPH COWELL, JR., is an anesthesia student at St.
Mary's Hospital in Minneapolis...JOHN H. WADHAMS, 75, is a
timberfaller in Bozeman, MT... DAVID C. SEEP, 75, Duluth, is
a personnel manager for Burlington Northern Railroad
Cornpany ... DONALD L. WORMS, 75, El Cerrito, CA, is a
claims representative for the Social Security Administration ...
CHARLES M. VILLAUME, 75, Afton, is a wholesale
representative for Skillestad Engineering, Inc... GAIL
CREMERS KETTER, 75, is married and teaches in the
Minneapolis public school system ... DUANE P. RUTZ, 75, and
LINDA KOHL RUTZ, 76, live in Hallock, IL, where he practices
optometry and she is an office supervisor for Illinois Bell
Telephone Cornpany... LORNA HANSON, '75, teaches in the
criminal justic studies program at SCSU ... DEAN A. MILLER,
'75, and HEIDE PENEDER MILLER, 78, live in Rush City,
where she is an administrative assistant in the Pine City public
schools.

1976
SCOTT ERICKSON, Fairmont, is a branch manager for ITT
Consumer Finance Corporation ... DAVID GEORGE JOHNSON,
Dodge City, KS, is a purchasing agent for a subsidiary
corporation of Cargill, Inc... RANDY BARNES, Mor;rtevideo, is a
special education teacher for the emotionally
disturbed ... BRUCE DIERCKS and REBECCA L. DIERCKS live
in Faribault. She is a laboratory technician at the Faribault
Clinic... DOUGLAS E. JANDRO and LESLIE BRUNNING
JANDRO, 75, live in Shorewood, where he is a project
manager and she is a homemaker... STEVEN R. OLSEN and
DEBRA A. OST, ·n, live in West St. Paul. He teaches at Inver
Grove Heights Junior High School and she is a medical
technologist at Abbott Northwestern Hospital ...
STEVE D. MOE, Bloomington, is attending Northwestern
College of Chiropractic in St. Paul...ALLAN W. RICE,
Galesville, WI, is employed by the us Fish and Wildlife
Service ... KENNETH A. WINDSCHITL, St. Louis Park, is a
dentist...MIKE MISCHUK, Appleton, WI, is an aquatic biologist
for the Institute of Ppr Chemistry...ALAN J. LAURSEN,
McGregor, is a graduate student at the University of

Minnesota...WILLIAM ROERING, '80, teaches in the Marketing
and General Business Department at SCSU ... ROSS D. POPE,
St. Paul, is chemscape manager for Chemlawn Corporation in
Minnetonka.

1977
BONNIE JEAN ALEXANDER, Pine River, is an aquatic
biologist for the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources... VERN ANDERSON, Lexington, is a
student...DUANE G. WEISBRICH, St. Cloud, is a district claims
manager for American Family Insurance Group ... RUSSELL D.
FONDIE, Little Fork, is a game warden for the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources... LYNN EVAN HOKANSON,
Watkins, sells cars ...JAMES P. LEPLEY teaches biology and
science at Central High School in Anchorage, AK ... EMMA J.
MELIN is a data processing operations coordinator in
Wahpeton, ND... STEVE KAUKOLA is city administrator at
Wells. He received a master's degree at the University of
Pittsburgh ... JOSEPH L. ARTHURS,
Hibbing, is a plumber's apprentice for
F.H. Bathke, lnc... WENDY LEE
.BIRKHOLZ FINLEY is married and lives
in Richfield ... KAREN JEAN OHMAN
LOVELACE is executive secretary at
Valley Bank and Trust Company in
Grand Forks, ND... KAREN SJOBECK
MAHON is an elementary teacher for
the US Department of Defense
DOWNS
Dependents Schools in Rarnstein,
Germany ...JEREMIAH DOWNS is the owner of Downs
Insurance Agency, Inc., in Bemidji.

1978
JEANNIE R. ANDERSON, Brooklyn Park, is a biological aide
for the US Forest Service ... TIMOTHY J. BRASTRUP, Dayton,
is a fisheries technician for the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources ... GARY R. BAUCHAN, East Lansing, Ml, is
a Ph.D. candidate at Michigan State University...THOMAS C.
DEWITT, Worthington, is a dentistry student at the University of
Minnesota... DAVID M. GARVEY, Indianapolis, IN, is a lumber
brokerfor L.P. Garvey and Assoclates ... DAVID A. KLEIN,
Freeport, is a chief medical technologist ... LAURIE BULLOCK

Watchabeendoin?
Your former classmates would like to read about you
in the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This
coupon makes it easy. Good quality close-up blackand-white photos also are requested.
My news _________________

Name: _____________ Class: __
(If applicable, please include maiden name)

Social Security Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address=------------'-----City

State

Zip

Mall the coupon to Alumnl Services, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301

'Tia the aeuon.' A Holiday Concert by
the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra and
SCSU Concert Choir is scheduled for 8
p.m. Thursday, Dec. 17, in Stewart Hall
Auditorium. William McGlaughlin will conduct the orchestra and Dr. Stephen Fuller
will direct the choir. This is the second year
the two groups have performed together.
General admission is $6.50 ($3 for SCSU
students).

Remember when? Old toys, dolls, Christmas tree ornaments, patchwork and appliqued quilts will be featured in an Old-Time
Holiday Exhibit Dec. 7-19 at SCSU. Sponsored by the University Program Board,
the free showing will be in Atwood Center
gallery lounge and display cases. Central
Minnesota residents provide nearly SO.
items for the annual exhibit, some dating
back to the early 1BOO's.

(1978, continued)
and STEVE (BURNY) WHITE, '79, are married and living in
Brooklyn Park. She is a third grade teacher in Big Lake and he
is a computer programmer for Investors Diversified Services,
lnc... KIYOSHI SUZUKI is in business in Torrance,
CA. .. OOUGLASG.GOODING, Richfield, is a self-employed
painter ... JILL M. STICHA, Oklahoma City, OK, is a geologist for
Gulf Oil Company... SUSAN SLAKEK CHELGREN, Williston,
ND, is a teacher at the University of North Dakota... OONNA L.
McCLELLAND, Oconomowoc, W.1, is a medical technologist at
Oconomowoc Memorial Hospital...ANNETTE D. MIES,
Watkins, is a medical student... CINDY SUE KENDALL is a
student at Winona State University... KEVIN SCHMELING,
·Buffalo, teaches mathematics at Rockford High School. He also
is coach of the ninth grade football team and assistant coach of
the girls' basketball team ... PAULAA. DOUGHERTY,
Burnsville, is assistant manager of Starkville Stores.

1979
· SCOTT JOHNSON, (MBA '81 ), is an instructor in the
Accounting Department of scsu ...SHEILA LEEK, Minneapolis,
is a graduate student at the University of Minnesota... JOHN
THOMAS BUCKLEY, Redwood Falls, is a landscape
architect ... RICHARD PERRY, Bloomington, is employed by B.
Dalton Bookseller in Minneapolis... KEVIN P. KRUEGER, St.
Cloud, is a recreational therapist...WENDY J. STEINMETZ,
Minnetonka, is an accountant... SHIRLEY H. KRUCHTEN, St.
Paul, is working in medical technology ...ROBIN JAGT
SPENCER is a medical technologist at the Wadena Medical
Center ... THOMAS BRISCOE, Shishmaref, AK, is a high school
teacher...l<ATHLEEN KLOUSER TOENJES, Duluth, is director
of student activities at the College of St. Scholastica ...
DIANE HALBUR McCARRON, Sherburn, is a specjal education
teacher in Fairmont... ANNETTE SCHNEIDER, Monsay, NY, is
an assistant professor of English at Rockland Community
College, Suffern, NY... DEBRA F. THOMPSON is a medical
technologist at St. Cloud Hospital...CHERYL L. PADDOCK
SCHULTZ, Gainesville, FL, is a medical technologist at North
Florida Regional Hospital ...ROBERT W. REYNOLDS,
Rochester, is a real estate agent for Realty World, lnc... JIM P.
WATERS, Glencoe, is a teacher...DENISE RUEHLE
KOCIEMBA, Grey Eagle, is a graduate student at Iowa State
University... BRUCE RUSSELL GROTTE, San Diego, CA, is an
account executive for Southern California Health Maintenance
Organization ...SHEILA RAE STENZEL, Madison, WI, is a
graduate student at the University of Wisconsin.

DAWN TAUBERT, Dell Rapids, SD, is a
computer programmer at Eros Data
Center in Sioux Falls, SD... DANIEL J. ,
ORR, Hancock, is employed by the
Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources ...JULIE RUNNING BARNES,
Montevideo, is a training specialist for an
educational program, Project BASIC
(Basic Adaptable Skills for the Individual
Child) ... CYNTHIA SEELHAMMER is in
SEELHAMMER
charge of communications for Bashas'
Markets, Inc., Chandler,AZ... CAROLE SPITZACK,
Carbondale, IL, is a doctoral student in communication theory
at Southern Illinois University... LARRY GOTCHNIK is an
instructor in the Speech Communication Department at SCSU.
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TAMMY LYNN MILLER, Olivia, is a social worker for the
Renville County Family Service Department...ROBERT M.
WACHHOLZ, Minneapolis, is a management trainee (or
Midland National Bank... STEVEN PALMBERG, St. Cloud, is a
data processing trainee for Polar Manufacturing Company in
Holdingford... MARK JAMES NEEB, Edina, is a public
'
accountant for Larson Allen Weishair and Company,
Minneapolis...JANELLE KAY LUNDWALL McNALLY,
Lindstrom, is a teacher in North Branch ...DEBBIE BEHRENS
LINGL, Schofield, WI, is employed at First American National
Bank in Wausau, WI ...RUSSELL ALLAN KONRAD is band
director of grades five through 12 in the Pine River public
schools ...CAROL HJERPE is seeking a B.A. degree at
SCSU ...BRUCE W. SMITH is employed by Donaldson's
Department Stores in Minneapolis...JOHN M. HAUGEN and
JULIE K. ULRICH HAUGEN live in Brooklyn Center, where he
is a computer programmer for Sperry Univac and she is a
student...KEVIN LEE TRUAX, Rochester, is a student ...PAULA
SHEEHAN, Minneapolis, is a sales representative for a sales
and management consulting company ... DIANA PODAWILTZ is
coordinator of conferences for the College of St.
Benedict... SHEILA KLEINSCHMIDT, Eden Prairie, is a special
educationteacher ...JOSIE L. ZVTKOVICZ, Karlstad, is a
teacher and coach ... KAREN A. KOODA, Plymouth, is an
accountant for Peat Marwick Mitchell and Company ... BRIAN P.
JOHNSON, Smithfield, is a developmental engineer for
Fieldcrest Mills... BILL BRUNNER and PAULA WAGENER
BRUNNER live in Decatur, GA, where he is a bond underwriter
and she is an accountant...SUE WAGNER, Eden Prairie,
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The Poet Office charges SCSU 25 cents for each outlook

returned becauae of • change of ■ddreea. You can help us
reduce malllng expenaee by sending Alumni Services
your new ■ddreu when moving. Just make the neceu■ry
correction• on the malllng label attached to your copy
and return H to Alumnl Senftcea. Th■nkal
·

MY GIFT TO ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY

1980
THOMAS D. HENDERSON is an Army officer stationed in
Germany... RICK HUBER is attending St. Paul
Seminary ... MARK LINGL, Schofield, WI, is married and is in a
management program for K-Mart Discount Stores ...CHARLES
A. SELL, JR. and ELIZABETH A. ELITCH SELL live in New
Brighton. He is a manager for Servicemaster, Inc., and she
teaches at Coon Rapids Junior High School...CURTIS ROCK is
a teacher at St. Augustine School in St. Cloud ... KATHAYN
KRIEDLER CARLSON ... and DAVID J. CARLSON, '78·, live in
St. Cloud, where she is employed as a medical
technologist...DALE LYNN GERBER, Minneapolis, is a
dentistry student at the University of Minnesota... BRENDA
VOIT JENKINS is a volunteer coordinator in St. Cloud ...
MICHAEL C. HANAN and KAREN L. HANAN, '81, live in St.
Cloud, where he is an environmental health specialist for the
Stearns County Community Health Service ... JEANNE ELLEN
TRENHOLM, Brooklyn Park, is a speech clinician ... DALE
SCHWITALLA and wife, Linda, live in St. Cloud, where they are
employed as speech therapists ...CRAIG A. ROBBINS,
Rochester, is an associate programmer for IBM
Corporation ... SUSAN GRANOWSKI, St. Cloud, is employed in
long-term health care ...JANET MARY WURM is a first grade
teacher in Cambridge .. .WENDY JO BLIXRUD FENSKE,
Davenport, IA, is an account executive for George Ohley
Enterprises, lnc...JEFFREY A. SICKLER, Sioux Falls, SD, is a
bank examiner for the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ...
TIM WOODFORD, Boulder, CO., is employed by Mountain Bell
Telephone Company... PAULA ANN SCHMIT, St. Cloud, is an
estimatorfor May Printing Company ... ALICE M. BINSFELD, St.
Louis Park, is employed by Guaranty State Bank of
Robbinsdale ... MARTHA B. CASTELLANO, Apple Valley, is a
media specialist at Scott Highlands Middle School...SUSAN C.
JOHNSON, Edina, teaches fifth grade at Greenleaf Elementary
School in Apple Valley ... DANNY G. SEANGER, Satellite
Beach, FL, is employed in Chief Laboratory ~rvices for the Air
Force... MARK J. HILL, St. Paul, is enrolled at William Mitchell
College of Law ...TERRI M. McGILL, Bloomington, is a
marketing representative for the Information Systems Division
of Honeywell, lnc... ROBERT J. RISHAVY, Alexandria, is a
medical technologist at Douglas County Hospital ...

teaches health at Minnetonka High School and coaches at the
junior high school.

Name ___________________ class of _______ Phone------(include Area Code)

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apartment No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Enclosed is my gift
in the amount of:

_$10.00
_$25.00
_$50.00
_$100.00 (Century Club)
_ $ 500.00 (University Club)
-$1 ,000.00 (President's Club)
_$ _ _ _ _ __
_ I am employed by a company which has a
Matching Gift to Education program.
_ My spou~e is employed by such a company.
- - Enclosed is a company form.
_ Contact company for a form.

Please check:
__ Where the need is greatest
__ Academic area of my choice
(please specify)
__ For scholarships:
. _Barker
-Begich
,_Brainerd
-Carlsen
_Emery

_Friedrich
_Marmas
-Meinz
-Riggs
_women's Day

- 1 would like information about
establishing a scholarship.

Name of Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____._ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make check payable to St. Cloud State University Foundation. Send it to: Alumni House, St. Cloud State
University; St. Cloud, MN 56301. Gifts are tax deductible.
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Merle Sykora, SCSU associate ·professor of art,
_displays the 44-foot wall hanging he made for the
St. Cloud Public Library. A gift to the library from
the local Reading Room Society, the four-sectioncreation Is entitled "Seasonal Surround," reflectIng • ~ of the changing -sons through

color and texture. Using acrylon and linen fibers,
Sykora completed the hanging on a ~ur-harness
conventional floor loom. He also recently ~reated
a 106-foot tapestry for a bank In his home town of
Windom. Sykora has been a member of the SCSU
faculty since 1960.

Alumni Services
•
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

